FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONWAY FAMILY FOUNDATION SUPPORTS BIZWORLD FOR TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK

The Conway Family Foundation and The BizWorld Foundation are supporting entrepreneurship curriculum distribution to educators in honor of Teacher Appreciation Week.

San Francisco, CA – May 4, 2011 – In a move that was as bold as it was generous, Ron Conway’s charitable foundation, The Conway Family Foundation, will be supporting The BizWorld Foundation’s Teacher Appreciation Week effort as they give educators curriculum and the opportunity to teach entrepreneurship. BizWorld programs have been taught around the world and are created to inspire children to “think big!” The curriculum will be available at no cost to educators during Teacher Appreciation Week directly from the BizWorld website.

When asked why he chose BizWorld, Mr. Conway remarked, “We are proud to support educators teaching entrepreneurship and using BizWorld programs. Our donation to BizWorld is the most leveraged gift we can give to further entrepreneurship education.”

“The generosity of the Conway Family Foundation is an inspiration. We need to give teachers our support; especially during times of difficult budgets that challenge our academic and innovative achievements,” says Catherine Hutton Markwell, CEO of The BizWorld Foundation.

For more information or to download the curriculum please visit http://tinyurl.com/BizTAW

About The BizWorld Foundation
The BizWorld Foundation’s mission is to challenge and engage children across the cultural and economic spectrum through experiential learning programs that teach the basics of business, entrepreneurship, and money management and promote teamwork and leadership in the classroom. The BizWorld Foundation is a not for profit organization, located in San Francisco, CA. Visit www.bizworld.org for more information.
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